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ABSTRACT

Heart monitoring improves life quality. Electrocardiograms (ECGs or EKGs) detect heart irregularities. Machine
learning algorithms can create a few ECG diagnosis processing methods. The first method uses raw ECG and
time-series data. The second method classifies the ECG by patient experience. The third technique translates
ECG impulses into Q waves, R waves and S waves (QRS) features using richer information. Because ECG signals
vary naturally between humans and activities, we will combine the three feature selection methods to improve
classification accuracy and diagnosis. Classifications using all three approaches have not been examined till now.
Several researchers found that Machine Learning (ML) techniques can improve ECG classification. This study
will compare popular machine learning techniques to evaluate ECG features. Four algorithms—Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, and Neural Network—compare categorization results. SVM plus
prior knowledge has the highest accuracy (99%) of the four ML methods. QRS characteristics failed to identify
signals without chaos theory. With 99.8% classification accuracy, the Decision Tree technique outperformed all
previous experiments.
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1 Introduction

People’s efficiency and management skills decline dramatically in sensitive circumstances. Acquir-
ing information in the field of anxiety recognition can be achieved from methods associated with
stress knowledge; reading heart rate change is a major method of acquisition. The ECG waves are
an important method in an early diagnosis of heart conditions that are done by a microcontroller
[1,2]. Some information can be discovered from the ECG signal like heart rate, cardiovascular
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system problems, and drug effects. However, different cases of human types and activity can change
the normal values of the ECG signals. State-of-the-art studies considered ECG classification for
cardiovascular diagnosis [3]. Some concentrated on the classification methods and did not consider
human differences. Others proposed clinical data with ECG features as future work [4]. It was not
proved the effect of clinical data on ECG classification which is the main aim of this research. We
implemented state-of-the-art algorithms in analyzing ECG signals including clinical data to point the
differences in human types and activities as features to the classification model.

The ECG signals are formed of waves that have half a dozen different waveforms. The waves are
noticeable and differentiated by P, Q, R, S, T, and U features to sense the QRS values [5,6].

Fig. 1 represents an ECG signal which contains some important features like QRS (Q, R, S)
complex waves, P, and T waves. The QRS complexes form the electric flows of the ventricles preceding
their compression. The P wave is gotten through atria constriction [2]. An electrocardiogram (EKG or
ECG) measures:

• The heart rate (electrical moves).
• The effect of the medication on the heartbeat.
• Points to signs of coronary affliction, for instance, the brevity of breath, shakiness, swooning,

or snappy, unusual heartbeats (palpitations).
• Reason for unexplained chest torment, could be brought about by a heart infringement,

irritation of the sac incorporating the heart (pericarditis), or angina.
• The thickness of areas of the heart chambers if excessively thick (hypertrophied).

Figure 1: Typical ECG waveforms [2]

ECG readings might be different between various humans according to their personalized states.
The personal data of the patient reflects all the body’s vital functions. For example, the intensity of
heartbeats is different between children vs. adults, men vs. women, and athletes vs. non-athletes. Some
studies considered personal data (i.e., stereotypes) of the patient in the classification process to enhance
the results of the classification algorithms [7,8]. Researchers have been working on ECG classification
for the last few years. Classification methods have been largely studied by researchers in the areas of
databases, machine learning (ML) [9], and statistics [10,11]. In the past, many classification algorithms
have been proposed like SVM, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), etc.

Non-linearity in the data initial state can impact the results of machine learning models unexpect-
edly. Such data need to be translated to deterministic values for proper classification using proper
prediction methods [12]. Predictive analysis can be done by utilizing chaos theory and machine
learning [13]. Chaos theory studies dynamic deterministic processes that are extremely responsive
to initial conditions, leading to significant “chaotic” changes in outputs due to minor changes in
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the initial conditions. The consequence is a deterministic mechanism that is entirely defined by its
original conditions. Therefore, data is translated by the chaos technique to modify the nonlinearity
to deterministic values which allows ML algorithms to conclude more accurate decisions. Chaos is
widely used in cryptography due to its pseudo-randomness, sensitivity to initial values, etc. [14].

In this paper, ECG features are studied, preprocessed, selected, and experimented to propose a set
of features that are related significantly considering efficiency. First, the feature selection preprocessing
stage utilizes a deeper semantic representation, in comparison to previous studies. To prove that
sensitive data are maintained, received data are submitted to a classification model and results are
compared. Second, we added previous knowledge (like clinical data of the patients) to the ECG signals
to improve the classification accuracy of the diagnosis for heart diseases. Different experiments are
implemented to test the effectiveness of such analysis. In the first step, the ECG signal in its digital
form is used for the classification of Cardiac Arrhythmia cases. Second, ECG with a priori knowledge
(clinical data) is combined for classification and compared with the previous analysis. Third, QRS
complex values are extracted from ECG signals and then classified. Fourth, the calculated QRS
features are merged with clinical patient data for classification. Finally, chaos theory is applied to
the calculated ECG features combined with the clinical data to increase the accuracy of the ML
algorithms. In each case, different ML algorithms are tested for classification to study the effect of
the addition of clinical data in the diagnosis.

1.1 Research Objectives and Problem Definition

Raw ECG signals without prior knowledge of patient characteristics cannot be used for Cardiac
Arrhythmia diagnosis by themselves. Prior knowledge of patients or clinical data of patients needs to
be merged with ECG data for accurate classification. Moreover, ECG complex QRS features provide
deeper knowledge of the heart functionality from the ECG signals. However, QRS features are non-
deterministic in nature. Chaos theory provides a correlation between the random values of the features
and transforms them to deterministic values, such transformation helps differentiate the data for
higher classification.

This research contribution is to study the effect of different features on Arrhythmia diagnosis. We
will experiment with the effect of prior knowledge of the patient on the accuracy of heart condition
diagnosis using ML algorithms. The accuracy of the SVM is increased when adding prior knowledge
to the patient’s ECG signals. The accuracy is enhanced again when applying chaos theory to the ECG
features added to the clinical data of the patient. The effect of the ECG feature extraction has been
verified by the classification accuracy. ECG classification has been done with four different algorithms
(SVM, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, and ANN) as binary classifiers. However, the results provided
different accuracies. The dataset used [15] is filtered for cases with clinical features, thus the number
of cases used was 590 ECG signals for arrhythmia and control.

We developed three types of features for classification:

1. Raw signal features, from which ECG-base features have been extracted.
2. QRS complex features are extracted as P, Q, R, S, T. QRS is calculated for each window, where

a window is an ECG segment modeling a heart pulse.
3. The prior knowledge features, i.e., clinical data of patients.

Different permutations of the integrated features are conducted, however, when QRS is added to
the base features the accuracy declined. Thus, chaos theory is applied to map the features and produce
deterministic distances between the features for more accurate classification.
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The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives the related work. Section 3 introduces method-
ology. Section 4 proposes the research model. Section 5 summarizes the results and discussions that
have been achieved in this paper. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Kampouraki et al. in 2009 [16] used SVM to classify time series heartbeats. They used Statistical
methods and signal testing techniques to extract features from the signal waves. Compared to other
Neural Network-based classification approaches, the SVM classifier was the best algorithm used for
performing cross-validation. Eventually, the action of the numeral of features to the classification
velocity was also inspected for two actual datasets. The first dataset has a lasting ECG recording of
youthful and old healthy subjects. The second dataset consists of a long-term ECG database. For more
accurate classification the proposed model requires more signal-extracted features, by recognizing
more characteristics from the signal.

Hammad et al. in 2018 [17] proposed classifiers which are SVM, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Neural
Network achieved 99% accuracy which aims to add the clinical data as future work. Adding the clinical
data raises the accuracy of the model. The subjects were 25 men aged 32–89 years, and 22 women
aged 23–89 years. The recordings were digitized at 360 samples per second per channel with 11-bit
resolution over a 10-mV range. MIT–BIH arrhythmia database was divided into two classes, normal
25 ECG records, and abnormal 23 ECG records. The data set used in their experiment is less than the
one used in our research so a cross-validation method had been used, where overfitting might have
occurred.

Celin et al. in 2018 [18] proposed an approach to identify the ECG signal by classification. Next,
the input signal is pre-processed to eliminate the high-frequency noise by using filtering methods such
as low pass, high pass, and butter value filter. To minimize the excess noise in the signal, butter is
worth the filter. Using a peak detection algorithm, peak points are identified after preprocessing and
the features of the signal are extracted using statistical parameters. Finally, by using SVM, Adaboost,
ANN and Naïve Bayes classifiers to classify the ECG signal database into a normal or abnormal ECG
signal, the extracted features are categorized. Experimental findings showed the satisfactory accuracy
of the classifiers SVM, Adaboost, ANN, and Naïve Bayes. However, they considered ECG signals
only as their main data source. They concluded that the Naïve Bayes model achieved the best results
in comparison to the others, while SVM achieved the lowest accuracy, which contradicts with other
research.

Venkatesan et al. in 2018 [19] proposed ECG signal preprocessing and support vector machine-
based arrhythmic beat classification. A delayed error normalized Least mean squares (LMS) adaptive
filter is used in ECG signal preprocessing to achieve a high-speed and low-latency architecture with
fewer computational elements. Since the signal processing technique has been developed for remote
healthcare systems, the main emphasis is on white noise reduction. On the preprocessed signal for
HRV feature extraction, discrete wavelet transformation is applied. Machine learning techniques are
used to perform arrhythmic beat classification. In this paper, for beat classification, the SVM classifier
and other common classifiers were used on the noise-removed signal. The results suggest that the SVM
classifier’s output is higher than other ML classifiers. That model’s high achieved accuracy was 96%
which can be improved.

In [20], Mejhoudi et al. surveyed and assessed ECG signal processing algorithms on embedded
architectures. ECG QRS estimation is an essential phase in ECG classification which is important
either in clinical or biomedical practice. The author raised a structure for real-time monitoring of
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cardiac data based on an embedded architecture, which guarantees a precise analysis without loss of
information and allows the mining of all the necessary individuality for an efficient and fast analysis
of a patient’s cardiac position.

Sumathi [21] proposed a combination of wavelet transform for feature extraction and used SVM to
classify ECG heartbeat. The proposed approach was validated by the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database,
which has been used for the classification of various cardiac arrhythmias. The Gaussian Kernel was
used as a tool for the kernel, in two classification stages: learning and testing. A supervised classifier
for a multi-category SVM learning machine (MC-SVM) was developed. To enhance the classification,
this study modeled single-lead ECG signals to extricate classifiable highlights using the wave-let and
Autoregressive (AR) model. Their accuracy was 98% using only ECG data, thus if more data was
included the accuracy was enhanced.

Gupta et al. [22] suggested a method to apply chaos analysis to different ECG databases for
feature extraction. By assuming that the original underlying source signals were transmitted mutually
independently, the ICA approach distinguished an individual signal from mixed signals. The study
of chaos explored the system’s erratic attitude and fits it into deterministic motion equations. Chaos
analysis was applied by plotting various attractors against different dimensions of time delay. It is well
known that R-peak detection is useful in diagnosing cardiac diseases. Using main component analysis
(PCA) that outperforms the current state-of-the-art techniques, the R-peaks are observed. This model
is defined as a model for feature extraction that is a state-of-the-art method. Their model is the base
for our work where has been extended for further classification and disease diagnosis.

In [23], Shankar et al. discussed the problems involved in ECG signals classification. They explored
ECG databases (MIT-BIH), pre-processing, dimensionally reduction, feature selection methods,
classification, and optimization strategies. They concluded that machine learning techniques provide
classification accuracy based on feature dimensionality. However, they achieved 94% accuracy using
QRS features, which can be further enhanced.

Naz et al. [12] proposed a combination of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) with ANN and
the chaos principle for electrocardiography (ECG) signal recognition. A sensor with a human-machine
interface (Lab-VIEW) was built in this study to measure and capture ECG signals. EMD was exposed
to the processed ECG data at high and low frequencies. Using master and slave chaotic systems, a
chaotic error scatter map was developed to obtain the chaotic eye coordinates of a particular ECG
signal. For recognition, a back propagation neural network (BPNN) was implemented. The proposed
approach had 97% accuracy in the ECG signals classification. Accordingly, the ECG sensing device
for automated diagnosis was built in this study is not available in all clinics. They used LabView to
reduce manual errors in ECG readings.

Most of the previous studies used ML algorithms to classify ECG signals, however, they concluded
with contradicting results. Some proposed that SVM provides higher accuracy and others concluded
Naïve Bayes while SVM was the lowest. Thus, those models are highly dependent on the way of
manipulating the features and feature selection mechanisms. Some calculated the QRS values and
some used chaos models. The only high accuracy is achieved when a physical model has been developed
as a chaotic system. A clear model for the best features selection needs to be developed and tested.
The advantage of considering it as a chaotic system in transforming the signal into manageable and
efficient features needs deeper study. For which, this research studies the integration of the features with
patient’s a priori data, on one side. On the other side, estimating the features using QRS transformation
and analyzing those complex values on classification. The novelty of this model is to develop a feature
selection model that integrates ECG signal features considering complex QRS and historical patient
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data, with chaos analysis for a deterministic manipulation of the signals. No research studied the
relationship between the combined features and their effect on accuracy.

3 Background

Heartbeat pulses are measured from periodical cycles in the ECG signal series from which several
features are extracted for classification. Several classification algorithms have been proposed in the
past, such as SVM, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, Neural Network, etc. Deviation in ECG signals
indicates many forms of heart disease, and for the past few years researchers worked on developing
models of classification for heart diseases from ECG readings.

3.1 Machine Learning Algorithms

Five classification methods have been compared in this study. The selected algorithms are SVM,
Decision Tree, Naive Bayes (from Bayes), and Neural Networks. It is implemented using the WEKA
package [24].

Briefly, SVM is mostly used as a supervised algorithm in ML that is mostly implemented for
problems with either classification or regression. Classification is done by predicting a hyperplane that
separated the characteristics of the problem in the 2D space. SVM algorithm is utilized in different
research extending from heart diseases analysis, proposal framework, database advertising, location
of protein homologies, content arrangement, face recognition, and so on [25].

Decision Tree, on the other hand, offers an efficient decision-making tool because it explicitly
set out the dilemma so that it is possible to question all options. Enable us to thoroughly examine
the potential effects of a decision. Provide a mechanism for quantifying the result values and the
probabilities of achieving them. Decision Tree is used to make observations all around that are used in
data mining and some other applications. The Tree models have some variable objects called demand
Tree; in these Tree structures, leaves examine the concurrence of highlights that lead to those class
names [26].

Naive Bayes algorithm provides a Bayesian graphical model of the nodes corresponding to each
of the attributes. It is called Naive since it ignores prior parameter distribution and assumes the
independence of all attributes and all rows. The classifier of Naïve Bayesian is based on the rule of
Bayes Conditional Probability. Every single characteristic of the informational index is considered
autonomous and solid of one another. The upside of Naïve Bayesian classifiers is that the preparation
information can be little to foresee the parameters for arrangement. Naïve Bayes classifier functions
admirably in numerous certifiable complex circumstances that incorporate spam identification, dialect
recognition, and assumption examination [15].

In comparison, Neural Networks are structures for some unique machine learning calculations to
cooperate and process complex information sources. Such frameworks learn to perform assignments
by thinking by themselves without being modified with any undertaking explicit standards [27]. The
basic concept behind a Neural Network is to simulate (copy in a simplified but fairly faithful way) lots
of densely interconnected brain cells within a machine to get it to learn things, recognize patterns, and
make decisions in a human-like way.

3.2 Chaos Theory

Chaos analysis can be used in an observable nonlinear dynamic system to analyze unexpected
episodic variations effectively (environment) [22]. If state variables do not report continual repetition
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of the values, the fluctuating characteristics appear. Because of distortion presence, randomness never
repeats in a signal. Forecasting the next state, therefore, becomes difficult. For efficient forecasting,
initial conditions must be identified at a higher degree of precision. In chaos analysis, multi-stability
control, considering its intense vulnerability to noise and initial states, has been shown as the most
interesting approach to determining the crucial dynamics. For dynamic, periodic, and random signals
that cannot be analyzed with linear system theory, chaos analysis is adopted.

The Lyapunov exponent: It is a measure of delicate dependency on initial circumstances [22], i.e.,
how easily two nearby states diverge. Now, in the time series, consider two points, ti, and tj, whose
values are very close. That implies at the ith and jth iterations, the system nearly reached the same state.
Now consider the two sequences ti, ti+1, ti+2 . . . , and tj, tj+1, tj+2 . . . , We want to know how these two
sequences diverge from each other. For all of this, assume the distance after k steps between the two
sequences:

d (k) = ∣∣ti+k − tj+k

∣∣ (1)

If the system is chaotic, d(k) will initially increase with k exponentially. One can plot lnd(k) vs. k
for this and provide a linear fit. The slope will be an approximation for an exponent of Lyapunov.

Because the system is limited, however, the two nearby states will not diverge forever. After some
length, their exponential divergence will stop. Only within this area must we match the straight line.

Now, this was for the initial states of a single pair. The Lyapunov exponent over all nearby initial
pairs is an average of this divergence exponent. So for this, define d(k), where is averaging over all
starting pairs ti, tj, such that the initial distance d(0) = | ti– tj | is less than some fixed small value. The
program finds all such initial pairs, calculates d(k), plots it against k, and the Lyapunov exponent is
given to us by the slope of the initial linear component.

4 Proposed Model

This research hypothesizes that adding clinical features to the ECG features will enhance the clas-
sification model because ECG signals differ based on human characteristics. The second hypothesis is
that modeling the ECG signals as QRS values only will not improve the diagnosis unless transformed
into deterministic values. Thus the proposed model is to calculate QRS values and then treat them
with chaos theory to transform them from nondeterministic to deterministic values. In addition to
adding clinical features about the cases to be able to differentiate the diagnosis based on gender, age,
and other conditions.

The proposed model is shown in Fig. 2, where the first and the second ones are classifying the
ECG signal directly with and without clinical data. After that in the third and fourth experiments the
ECG features have been extracted and QRS is estimated as mentioned above. Then, we classified those
QRS’s for a window of time (a single pulse as defined in Section 4.4), also with and without clinical
data. The last one is applying the chaos theory to the QRS’s then applying different classification
algorithms.

To test the hypothesis and validate the proposed model we will classify the features on four dif-
ferent classification algorithms. The chosen algorithms SVM, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, and Neural
Network are compared in terms of ECG features classification. Moreover, different experiments are
conducted to compare the hypotheses as the following:

1. Comparison of main ML algorithms for ECG classification.
2. Benefits of clinical data in diagnosing cardiac diseases using ECG signals.
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3. The use of chaos theory to translate ECG values from their nonlinear form to deterministic
values to enhance the classification mechanism.

4. The utilization of QRS features extracted from ECG signals.

Figure 2: The proposed model

4.1 Phase One: Feature Extraction

For processing these data, the whole raw signal is divided into individual windows, and each
window represents a single pulse. Each signal was divided into 75 windows; each has the same features
[28] for a single time frame, with no overlap between the windows. The main features in every signal
window are P, Q, R, and S which are determined by each peak in the signal [29]. It can confront noise
by canceling it out using high pass and low pass (baseline wander) filtering. Besides, check out the
criterion to stop the detection of spikes as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3A shows the raw ECG without deleting the noise. Fig. 3B shows the filtered, smoothed, and
processed signal and shows also features extracted from the signal (P, Q, R, and S).

Fig. 4 states the pseudo-code describes the function of feature extraction. The input data are the
raw ECG vector, sampling frequency, and span of the signal. The outputs are indexes and amplitudes
of P, Q, R, and S. Fig. 5 represents the buffer plot.
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Figure 3: (A) represents the raw signal. (B) represents the processed signal

Figure 4: Pseudo-code for ECG features extraction
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Figure 5: The buffer plot of the signal

4.2 Phase Two: Feature Selection

The feature vector contains five features (p, Q, R, S, T waves) for each window of the signal on
the time series, as defined in Section 4.1 where a window is a specific time frame of a signal pulse.
Matlab2013a has been used for extracting all features of the ECG signal of each window. In the feature
extraction step, the output is P, Q, R, S, and T for each window in the signal. The heart rate [15,27] of
the cases is also implemented. After calculating the QRS (according to Section 4.3) for each window
in the ECG signals of the patient, they are ordered in a one-time series vector for the input of the
classification step (each patient has several QRS values that is implemented from his ECG signals as
shown in Table 1).

Table 1: QRS of each window in the signals for 13 persons

Person W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12 Decision

P1 97.90 113.7 99.3 107.3 109.2 94.2 101.1 106.2 122.5 95.5 110.0 85.1 N
P2 39.1 45.7 39.1 42.9 43.3 37.4 41.0 48.8 48.8 37.6 43.3 33.7 N
P3 98.4 109.8 98.5 115.0 129.0 78.8 103.6 95.2 95.2 89.9 102.3 101.7 I
P4 90.0 90.8 94.0 136.5 82.8 90.9 135.7 147.0 147.0 102.4 105.3 100.7 I
P5 109.7 105.0 113.1 100.6 159.3 75.9 98.5 82.4 92.4 99.3 103.7 89.9 I
P6 109.0 85.9 94.2 107.5 96.4 81.5 97.7 89.0 89.0 87.9 110.0 160.9 I
P7 93.1 107.4 123.2 97.7 78.5 93.8 176.2 92.6 92.6 112.4 100.9 89.1 I
P8 81.0 81.8 144.9 167.0 136.1 119.4 150.1 122.9 122.9 103.3 94.6 109.6 I
P9 95.2 83.4 81.8 167.5 109.9 91.5 96.4 94.6 94.6 72.1 81.7 98.2 I
P10 67.0 83.0 84.8 89.9 126.5 80.9 75.8 159.8 159.8 78.6 98.8 81.8 I
P11 81.0 08.8 91.0 94.1 80.0 83.0 94.1 72.2 72.2 120.9 77.0 94.7 I
P12 97.7 97.3 85.2 85.2 91.7 69.9 93.9 83.7 38.7 80.2 87.8 75.4 I
P13 73.4 81.2 82.6 82.6 80.9 64.5 83.4 81.8 81.8 167.5 109.9 91.5 I
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Different algorithms are used to classify the ECG features using WEKA3.8.1. Each row represents
the regularity or the irregularity of the patient’s heart pulse. In the first row in Table 1, the difference
between values is low so the heart pulse is regular but, in the third row, the difference is high, so the
heart pulse is irregular.

Table 1 shows the QRS values for each window (pulse) in the signal. P1 means QRS features for
the signals of the first case. W1 means the first window (around a second) of the signal. This table is
a sample data taken for 13 cases from the data set for 12 windows (just a sample from the total 75
windows for each signal). The last column is the output where “N” means normal (270 samples) and
“I” means irregular heartbeats (320 samples).

4.3 Phase Three: QRS Calculations

QRS calculation is represented in Fig. 6.

QRS = Q + R + S (2)

Figure 6: QRS equation

4.4 Phase Four: Chaos Calculations

The deterministic chaos indicates the growth over time depending on the initial values [22]. This
increase in values is measured with what is called Lyapunov exponent. If the difference of the initial
values is u0 the difference at a time can be estimated as:

|ut| = eλt ∗ |u0| (3)

which λ is the Lyapunov exponent and can be calculated as follows:

λ = lim
1
t

∗ ln| ut

u0

| (4)

The Lyapunov exponent hence indicates how rapidly a complex system of several interdependent
dynamics tends to run up to deterministic chaos.

The study of Lyapunov exponents is an effective measure of instability and system form. A
continuous or discrete time may be a machine. It is possible to describe a vector set as follows:

V(x) = {yx, yx+T , yx+2T , yx+3T , . . . , yx(M−1)T} (5)
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where M is the space’s embedding dimension and T is the delay time. M coordinates are highly
correlated if T has a small value, while its higher value implies that the real reconstruction unfolds
beyond the subspace.

5 Experiments Design

This section describes the five experiments and their phases in detail. In order to compare fairly
the five previous concepts, different experiments are conducted.

5.1 Dataset

The dataset used in this study is the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia ECG [30]. The dataset contains several
ECG signals from volunteers driving on open roads representing different ranges of stress levels. For
example, driving around Boston city streets represents high stress, on highways represents low stress,
and medium stress can be between both. The dataset which is used in these experiments consists of
2931 ECG signals for arrhythmia but only 590 samples are used that have clinical data. The clinical
data consists of patient data like age, sex, blood pressure, medicine, weight, and heart pulses rate.

The data set is divided into training and testing data with 33% of data for testing. Shuffling the
data is done to avoid overfitting for better results. The dataset is large enough for training where cross-
validation is no longer needed. The proposed algorithms used Matlab R2017a (on Microsoft Windows
10 Pro 64-bit) for feature extraction. Data classification and model evaluation are done by IPython
7.2.0 and WEKA 3.8.1 [24] package. The system is implemented on a PC with a 2.7-GHz CPU and
8 GB RAM. Source code can be found in the following link ‘http://github.com/maiemahmoud/Chaos’.

5.2 Experiments Declaration

According to the importance of the ECG signals in the diagnosis of cardiac diseases, it is important
to study it in detail to get the best results using machine learning algorithms to classify diseases from
normal. In this study, different experiments are conducted to examine its effect when considering pure
signals and also when combining it with clinical data (which is very important also in diagnosis). To
compare fairly between the five previous concepts, different experiments are conducted. The first and
the second ones are classifying the ECG signal directly with and without clinical data. After that in the
third and fourth experiments the ECG features have been extracted and QRS is estimated as mentioned
above then we classified those QRS’s for a window of time (a single pulse as defined in Section 4.4),
also with and without clinical data. After the fourth experiment, the effect of the chaos theory on the
ECG signals is studied (to convert its values from nonlinear to linear) form which can help in reducing
the feature space and thus increasing the accuracy of the algorithm.

Experiment 1: Classification of the raw ECG signal using four ML algorithms. The evaluation of
the four algorithms is based on accuracy and other measures. 256 features will be used as input for
each ECG signal.

Experiment 2: Classification of ECG signal combined with the clinical data of the patients, to
validate the inclusion of patient differences in diagnosis. The number of the features used becomes
262, where six clinical features have been added as in Section 4.1.

Experiment 3: Estimating QRS (from ECG features) to be used in the ECG classification instead
of raw ECG values. The number of features is reduced in this experiment to 75 features which is the
number of QRS’s extracted from the 256 values of the raw signal.

http://github.com/maiemahmoud/Chaos
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Experiment 4: Classification of QRS features combined with patient’s clinical data. The number
of features became 81 features.

Experiment 5: Transforming QRS features using chaos theory combined with clinical data to
generate a new dataset for classification. The number of features is 57 features, whereas the 75 QRS
features were further normalized to 51 semantic features.

5.3 Evaluation Measures

The following standard metrics [31] are used to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm.

Proposed algorithm
1. Precision (PRE) is defined as in Eq. (6).
2. Recall (REC) is defined as in Eq. (7).
3. F1-measure (F1) is defined as in Eq. (8).
4. Accuracy (ACC) is defined as in Eq. (9).
5. The Specificity (SPE) is defined as in Eq. (10).
6. The Area Under the Curve is defined as in Eq. (11).
7. The Mean Square Error (MSE) is defined as in Eq. (12).

PRE = TP
TP + FP

(6)

REC = TP
TP + FN

(7)

F1 = (2 ∗ PRE ∗ REC)

PRE + REC
(8)

ACC = TP + TN
TP + FP + FN

(9)

SPE = TN
TN + FP

(10)

AUC = SE + SPE
2

(11)

MSE = 1
n

n∑

i=0

(y − z)2 (12)

where y is the actual number and z is the predicted one.

TP is the true positive, FN is the false negative, FP is the false positive and TN is the true negative.

6 Results

The experiments reviled that the use of clinical data with raw ECG signals enhances the classifi-
cation decision in all ML algorithms. However, QRS features did not distinguish the cases in all ML
algorithms when extracted from the ECG signals directly. Those features give higher classification
results only when transformed using the chaos method, which transformed the nondeterministic values
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to deterministic ones. Decision Tree and NN were classified higher in that experiment. The overall
highest classification method was achieved by classifying chaos transformation of QRS features with
clinical data using Decision Tree; even higher than SVM with ECG signals and clinical data.

Table 2 shows the results of each model in different experiments. The first experiment of data is
the ECG features without the patient’s clinical data. In the second experiment, ECG features were
combined with clinical data. The third experiment is the QRS without clinical data. The fourth
experiment is the QRS with the clinical data. The final experiment is the QRS features combined
with the clinical data after applying the chaos theory. In the first experiment, the SVM algorithm
gives the best results and Naïve Bayes gives the worst result. In the second experiment, the SVM also
brings the best result which was enhanced after adding the clinical data by around 10% and the Naïve
Bayes result was enhanced also but still gives the worst result in the whole experiment compared with
the other algorithms. The third experiment enhanced the Decision Tree algorithm result over the SVM
result but the whole experiment gives less result compared with the other first experiments which mean
that adding QRS features do not enhance the algorithm’s results. The fourth experiment got the best
result from the SVM algorithm and the Decision Tree algorithm gives the best result after the SVM
algorithm. In the last experiment when applying the chaos theory to the ECG features (QRS) and the
clinical data the results of the Decision Tree and the Neural Network algorithms are the best with an
accuracy of 99.8% and 98%. The last column is the indicated run time in seconds for each experiment.
The run time the SVM experiments has a lower run time (19 s) while double the time has been taken
by the NN experiments (30–47 s).

Table 2: The results analysis of each method, Exp-1 ECG without clinical data, Exp-2 ECG with
clinical data, Exp-3 QRS without clinical data, Exp-4 QRS with clinical data, and Exp-5 QRS with
clinical data after applying chaos theory considering the run time (RT) of the experiments in seconds.
Spe for specificity and Accu for Accuracy

Model Cases Recall Precision Spe Accu F1 AUC MSE RT (s)

SVM

Exp-1 95% 95% 93% 95% 95% 95% 30% 10
Exp-2 99% 99% 98% 99% 99% 99% 10% 12
Exp-3 86% 86% 60% 86% 86% 83% 13% 11
Exp-4 96% 96% 91% 96% 96% 96% 40% 17
Exp-5 90% 90% 86% 90% 90% 30% 29% 19

Decision
Tree

Exp-1 92% 92% 90% 94% 94% 93% 30% 11
Exp-2 97% 97% 90% 97% 95% 99% 10% 13
Exp-3 89% 89% 80% 89% 89% 89% 25% 12
Exp-4 94% 94% 93% 94% 94% 96% 05% 17
Exp-5 99% 99% 98% 99.8% 99% 99% 05% 19

Naïve
Bayes

Exp-1 85% 83% 30% 85% 80% 80% 20% 17
Exp-2 97% 93% 70% 95% 97% 90% 40% 18
Exp-3 70% 66% 40% 76% 76% 50% 20% 15
Exp-4 89% 89% 72% 89% 80% 90% 10% 19
Exp-5 75% 75% 65% 84% 75% 49% 20% 20

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Model Cases Recall Precision Spe Accu F1 AUC MSE RT (s)

Neural
Network

Exp-1 91% 90% 75% 90% 91% 80% 50% 30
Exp-2 98% 95% 79% 96% 95% 90% 20% 35
Exp-3 82% 82% 80% 83% 83% 90% 15% 34
Exp-4 93% 93% 91% 93% 91% 80% 10% 42
Exp-5 99% 98% 96% 98% 98% 97% 10% 47

Fig. 7 shows the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve) of the different algorithms.
The ROC curve of the SVM algorithm gives the best result. The Decision Tree algorithm gives the best
result after the SVM algorithm and the Naïve Bayes is the worst. Similar to state-of-the-art research,
SVM performs best when given raw ECG signals.

True posit ive rate

Figure 7: The ROC curve for the shown algorithms applied on ECG (Exp. 1)

Fig. 8 shows the ROC curve of five different algorithms when adding clinical data to the raw ECG
signal. The curve of SVM gives the best result. The Neural Network takes a lot of time when applying
to the data. The addition of clinical data produced higher accuracy than experiment 1.

True posit ive rate

Figure 8: The ROC curve after adding clinical data to the raw ECG signals (Exp. 2)

Fig. 9 presents the ROC curve of the five different algorithms when classifying the QRS. The curve
of the Decision Tree algorithm gives the best result and Naïve Bayes is the worst. Decision Tree started
to outperform SVM on QRS features.
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True posit ive rate

Figure 9: The ROC curve of classifying QRS features (Exp. 3)

Fig. 10 shows the ROC curve of the five different algorithms when classifying the QRS after
adding the clinical data. The curve of SVM gives the best result and Naïve Bayes is the worst.

True posit ive rate

Figure 10: The ROC curve of QRS and clinical data (Exp. 4)

In Fig. 11, the ROC curve of the five different algorithms when classifying the QRS with clinical
data after applying the chaos theory. The curve of the Decision Tree shows the effect of the chaos
theory on enhancing its result, similar to the Neural Network algorithm. On the other hand, SVM
underperforms classification results on QRS features than in the previous experiments.

True posit ive rate

Figure 11: The ROC curve of when applying chaos on QRS features and clinical data
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7 Discussions

Models comparison is given in Table 3, our system achieved higher results in an efficient time.
We implemented different algorithms to show the effect of the extracted features using chaos theory
on the ECG signals. Also, the effect of using clinical data on the model accuracy. Applying the chaos
theory when adding the clinical data provided better results classified by Decision Tree, with 99.8%
accuracy.

Table 3: Comparison of performance results of the proposed model with other models from the
literature

Authors/year Characteristics Algorithm(s) Feature(s) Accuracy (%)

Hammad et al. [17]
(2018)

First correcting ECG signals
from noise and extracting the
major features of each ECG
signal.
Simulated the characteristics
of the ECG signals and
created the proposed classifier
from these characteristics.
NN, SVM, MLP, and KNN
are used for classification and
utilize a comparison with each
other.

NN
SVM
KNN
MLP

QRS 99

Venkatesan et al. [19]
(2018)

HRV feature extraction and
machine learning techniques
are used for performing
arrhythmic beat classification.

SVM HRV 96

Shankar et al. [23]
(2018)

QRS Extraction. Support
vector machine (SVM) with
Gaussian part is utilized to
classify diverse ECG heart
cadences.

MC-SVM QRS 98.24

Gupta et al. [22]
(2020)

Independent component
analysis (ICA) is used in the
pre-processing stage due to the
nonlinear nature of the ECG
signals and chaos analysis is
applied for feature extraction
for different ECG databases.
FNN is used for classification.

FNN QRS 99

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Authors/year Characteristics Algorithm(s) Feature(s) Accuracy (%)

Naz et al. [12]
(2020)

Combined an artificial neural
network (ANN) with
empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) and
chaos theory for
electrocardiography (ECG)
signal recognition.

ANN HRV 97

Proposed (2023) QRS feature extraction, chaos
preprocessing and different
classification models.

SVM
NN
Decision
Tree
Naïve Bayes

QRS 99.8

In comparison to Hammad et al. work [17], our model achieved higher accuracy. The data set used
in their experiment is 47 cases, whereas in our research we used 590. They reduced the ECG signals
by QRS transformation only, when QRS values were modeled using chaos theory the accuracy raised
from 99% to 99.8%.

The advantages of our system are that its accuracy is higher than all other models reviewed. The
proposed approach is simple and easy to operate. The system can utilize cardiac diseases diagnosis
with high accuracy and better performance. Adding the clinical data to the patient data provided a
higher understanding of the cases in directing the diagnosis for better results.

On the other hand, the disadvantages of the system are that the system needs to be developed in
a pipeline framework to fully automate it. The system has several preprocessing calculations for QRS
and chaos transformation, however, they are simple and no overhead is generated.

8 Conclusion

In this work, four main goals were studied, heart diseases diagnosis from ECG signals, enhancing
the diagnosis by adding clinical data, studying classification algorithms that provide the best results,
and the utilization of QRS features extracted from ECG signals. The modification of ECG signals by
calculating QRS features did not classify the heart conditions as the values were non-deterministic in
nonlinear distribution. Therefore, QRS features had to be translated using chaos theory to transform
it into a linear state before classification. Clinical data provided knowledge of the patient differences
in nature for better diagnosis of heart diseases with pure ECG features and with the enhanced features
using QRS.

Five experiments have been implemented to compare the results of clinical addition and/or QRS
and chaos preprocessing. The first one is a classification of the ECG signal. The second one is a
classification of the ECG signals combined with the clinical data of the cases. The third one is a
classification of the calculated QRS features from ECG. The fourth experiment is a classification of
the ECG QRS features after adding the patient’s clinical data. The last experiment is applying chaos
theory to the ECG features with the clinical data. All the experiments utilized different four algorithms
to compare with, SVM, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, and NN. The SVM algorithm gives the best results
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in the first experiment 95% when classifying the ECG. After adding the clinical data, the results were
enhanced to 99%. The ECG features (QRS) did not perform well in the classification results of 86%,
although adding the clinical data enhanced the QRS classification results to 96%. After applying the
chaos theory to the ECG QRS features combined with the clinical data the results of the Decision
Tree algorithm and the Neural Network algorithm outperformed all previous experiments by 99.8%
and 98%, respectively. In comparison to state-of-the-art models, SVM outperforms in raw ECG signal
feature classification. However, Decision Tree is outperformed when clinical features are considered,
and ECG signals are reduced by QRS after chaos transformation with increased accuracy than the
diagnosis of raw ECG signals. For performance, the QRS with chaos transformation reduced the data
size by 80%, which is a huge benefit for big data analytics, and thus reduced the processing time to 1/5th
of the time. At the same time, this feature reduction model achieved higher accuracy. For future work,
the model needs to be investigated in real-time to be applied in intensive cases and evidence-based
medicine. Also, studying anxiety levels use such real-time model, e.g., in vehicle driving systems.
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